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My Last Will and Testainent 
By Mary McLeod Bethune 
S o m etimes as I sit communing in m y 
stud y I feel that death is not far o ff. I am 
awa re that it w ill overtake m e before the 
g reatest of m y dreams - full equ a li ty fo r 
the N egro in o ur time - is realized . Yet, I 
face that reali ty without fear or regrets. 
I am res ig ned to death as a ll humans 
m ust be at the proper time. D eath neither 
a la rms n or frightens o n e w ho has had a 
lo ng career of fruitful toil. The knowledge 
that m y work has been helpful to m any 
fi lls m e with joy and great satisfaction. 
Since m y retirement from an active 
ro le in educational work and from the 
affairs o f the National Council of N egro 
Wo m en , I have been living qu ietly an d 
working at m y desk at m y h ome here in 
F lo rida. T h e years have directed a change 
of pace for me. I am n ow 78 years o ld 
and m y activ ities are no longer so stre nu-
o u s as they once were. I feel that I must 
conserve m y strength to fini sh the wo rk 
at hand . 
Already I have begun working o n m y 
autobiography which will record m y life-
jo urney in detail, together with the innu-
merable side trips w hich have carried m e 
abroad, into every corner of our country, 
into ho m es both lowly and lux urio us, 
and even into the White H o u se to con-
fer wnh Presidents. I have also deedeU 
m y home and its contents to the M ary 
McLeod Bethune F oundation, o rganized 
in March , 1953 , fo r research , interracial 
activity and the sp o nsorship o f wider ed-
ucational o ppo rtunities. 
Sometimes I ask m yself if I have an y 
www.blackherstory.org/quiz.html 
MARY MCLEOD BETHUNE 
Who Was Mary 
Mcleod Bethune, 
You Ask? 
Mary McLeod Bethune was 
the founder of Bethune-Cook-
man College. She also served 
as a New Deal government 
official under President Frank-
lin D. Roosevelt -- s he was 
one of the 20 highest- level 
offices held by women in the 
administration , and the high-
est held by an African Ameri-
can woman . She played a key 
role in founding FOR's "black 
cabinet." She also served 
o the r legacy to leave. Truly, my worldly as president of the Na t io nal 
possessions a re few. Yet, m y experiences Association of Colored 
have been rich. From them, I have dis- Women, and she founded 
and served as president of 
the National Council of Negro 
Women. 
- Courtesy of womenshistory 
o f fe llowship and justice where no man's 
skin, color o r religion, is held against him. 
"L ove thy neighbo r .. is a precept wh ich 
could transform the world if it we re un i-
versally practiced. It conno tes brother-
hood and, to m e, brothe rhood o f m an is 
the no blest concept in a ll human relations. 
L oving your neighbor m eans being inter-
racial , interreligious and international. 
I LEAVE YOU HOPE. The Negro's 
growth will be great in the years to come. 
Yesterday, our ancestor s endured the d eg-
radation of slavery, yet they retained the ir 
dignity. Today, we direct o ur econo mic 
and political strength toward wi nning a 
more abundant and secure life. 1om or-
ro\v, a new Negro, unhindere d by race ta-
boos and shackles, will benefit from more 
than 330 year s o f ceaseless striving and 
stru ggle. Theirs will be a bener world . 
T his I believe w ith all m y heart. 
I LEAVE YO U THE C HALLENGE 
OF DEVELOPING C ONFIDENCE 
IN ONE ANOTHER. As lo ng as Ne-
g roes a re hemmed into racia l blocs by 
prejudice and pressure, it will be neces-
sary for them to band togethe r for eco-
no mic betterment. Negro banks, insur-
ance companies and other businesses are 
examples of successful, racial econ o mic 
enterprises. These institutio ns we re m ade 
possible b y vision and mutual aid . Con-
fidence was vital in gerring rhe1n started 
and keeping them g o ing. Negroes have 
got to demonstrate still m ore confidence 
in each oth er in business. This kind of 
confidence will aid the econo mic rise of 
the race by bringing togethe r the pennies 
and d o llars of our people and plough-
ing them into useful channels. Economic 
separatism cannot be tole rated in this 
enlig htened age , and it is not practicable. 
We must spread out as fa r and as fa st as 
we can, but we must also he lp each other 
as we go. 
I LEAVE YOU A THIRST FOR 
tilled princ iples and polic ies in which 
I bdie,·e firmly, for they represent the 
meaning of my life's work . They are the 
products o f much sweat and sorrow. Per-
haps in them there is son1cthing of vt;l luc. 
So. as m y life draws to a close, 1 will pass 
.about.com EDUCATION. Knowledge is the prime 
them on to Negroes everywh ere in the hope that an o ld 
won1an's ph ilosophy m ay gin~ them inspiration. Here, th e n 
is my legacy. 
I LEAVE YOLJ LOVE. !.ewe bu ilds. It is positive and 
helpful. It is m ore beneficial than hate . Injuries q uickly for-
gonen quickly pass away. Personally and racially, o ur en-
emies must be forgin::n. Our aim rnust be to create a world 
n eed of the hour. J\1ore a nd more. :.:e-
grocs arc taking full advan tage of hard-won opportunities 
for learning , and the educatinnalle\·el of the Negro p0pula-
tion is at its hig hest point in history. \'('e are making g reater 
usc of the pri\' ileges inh erent in li \· ing in a den1ocracy. 1f 
we continue in this trend , \VC w ill be able to rear increas ing 
nun1bers of strong , purpose ful n1en and wo rnen, equipped 
Photo by C laude Grant 
Continued on page /0 
Women's 
History Month 
to Highlight 
International 
Women 
Courtesy of Beyond the Bronx 
Elinor Tatum, Publis her and Editor in C hief of the Amsterdam 
News, connects with students during her Keynote Address at the 
College's Freshman Convocation on Thursday, February 1st in 
Gould Memorial Library Auditorium. 
During this year 's \Xfome n History 
Month, a Virtual H all of Fam e for \'('om-
en w ill be created to include internati o n-
a l honorees , as well as women from the 
past and contemporary Amer ica n wom-
en. This initiative is the centerpiece of 
the empowerm ent of women them e that 
w ill be realized through several exciting , 
student-centered activities . 
To honor women of di stinction dur-
Continued on page 7 
LeHer to the Editor 
"What Is YOUR GPA?'' 
Dear Editor: 
I fyou really want to know my G.P.A., you will not find it in any club on campus. But you will find my G .P.A. in the organizations and honor 
societies, I am involved with on campus that are 
recognized and honored throughout the nation. 
i have been nominated for the National Dean's 
List-2007, which will be published in September 
2007, with my biography. I believe maintaining 
a high G.P.A. had a lot to do with it. At the end 
of the spring 06' semester, I was very delighted 
with my grades except for the grade I received in 
biology; I was devastated, because I had started 
the semester with a G.P.A. of 3.45 and by failing 
this one class with an F, my G.P.A. dropped to a 
3.21 and I received A's in all my other classes. 
I do not fit the category of a student 
straight out of high school, single parent or in-
temational stUdent. I have returned to school 
because I am very skilled in many things but 
people who have the degrees and credentials 
are passing me by. I realize that people with 
degrees or certifications, "schooling period" 
are not only making more money, but are 
fulfilling life's curiosities. America is a place, 
odds and made it my top priority to finish school. 
The class that made a big difference -in my life 
when I firstretumed to B.C.C . was my OCDclass. 
This was a class I felt was a waste of time when I 
first entered college. I never showed up and was 
eventually debarred. If I knew it was going to 
hurt my G .P.A. I would have taken the class more 
serious. It was a requirement I needed to fulfill 
to graduate, so I thought let me get it over with. 
ocr:> is a class geared to make the transi-
tion to college life easier. I leamed why G.P.A. 
is important, studying habits, how to analyze 
information, departments on campus and 
there functions, how to register etc. I began to 
study not only the information given in class, 
but started reading my textbooks and par-
ticipating with knew thoughts and ideas. The 
higher my G.P.A. began to climb the more 
opportunities became available to me. I real-
ize that when I graduate there will be thou-
sands of other students graduating too. This 
is a competitive world and I realize to be the 
best you need to work hard. I am proud of my 
grades; I am on the Dean's List, an honors 
student and a Phi Theta Kappa member. 
where no matter what age or gender you are, Today when I open my mail box, top senior 
you have the opportunity to pursue a higher colleges and universities are writing me be-
education. And that is what I am doing. cause of my high academic achievements. 
When I entered college I did not have a I am eligible for scholarships "that are not avail-
counselor or adviser. All I had was my will to able to everyone, I am offered incentives f~om 
succeed. I did not do the traditipnal study- other schools as a perspective top student and my 
ing my first semester. I didn't even have to try family are proud; not only because I have returned 
· '"hard. I paid attention fn c;~.a,.~~~ ~qo,f. ,~9.9.~-n9,te~ 1 • to. :;c)lo~l1 _but because I'm a~ the· top 6fp1y' game, 
a,nd did all work assignments. When the seines- My G.P.A. is currently a 3.'30, I am taking 
ter was over I didn't even care what grades I biology for the second time and I am going to 
got. Professors were telling me how bright I work extra hard, not only to receive a pass-
was, but needed to apply myself more, and stu- ing grade, but also pull up my G.P.A. When 
dents were calling me a nerd. Although I was l graduate colleges will be looking for me, I 
unable to retum to school the ne~ _semester, will not have to look for them. So when some·..: 
all of those comments stuck in my head. Many one asks what's your G.P.A. you should ask 
people say that when someone leaves 1college yourself: "why am I in school seeking a higher 
for more than a year, they never retum. education?" Me, I want to be successful in my 
W ell here I am in the spring of 07, fulfill-ing my last requirements to graduate this June; with an associates degree in 
Liberal Arts/Education. I have fought against all 
career; not my job, and my G.P.A. is a part of 
me which reflects that. 
Sincerely, 
Jennifer Opoku 
-· 
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Campus Nevus 
Bronx Community 
College Faculty Honored 
at 'Salute to Scholars' 
Three Bronx Community College fac-
ulty members were honored at The City 
University of New York's annual "Salute 
to Scholars 2005 - 2006" tribute at The 
New York Historical Society, Dexter Hall, 
Second Floor, Two West 77th Street, 
Manhattan, on November 28. 
Recognized at the event were 231 of 
CUNY's most distinguished faculty for 
having achieved outstanding natio nal 
recognition for their research, scholar-
ship and other accomplishments. 
And the honorees are: 
Harriet Shenkman 
Professor of Education and Director of the 
Center for Teaching Excellence: National En-
dowment for the Humanities, Hall of Fame for 
Great Americans Summer Seminars, Grant, 
2006 
" One mission of the CTE is to create 
a culrure where the college community is 
constantly striving to Jearn about learning. 
We offer many faculty development pro -
grams. The grant from the National En-
dowment for the Humanities enables us 
to offer two summer seminars for Lehm" 
an, Bronx, and Hostos faculty. The focus 
of the Hall of Fame for Great Americans 
was nine months in the making and 
aired on January 22, 2006. 
" The multi-dimensional nature of this 
program, with authors, musicians, politi-
cians and philosophers, embodies the true 
benefits of Generai.Education. Having this 
documentary so recognized by the Chan-
cellor, hopefully, will also be a great incen-
tive and model for our Media Technology 
students," stated Professor Gonsher. 
Philipp Rothmaler 
Associate Professor in the Department of 
Mathematics and Computer Science at BCC: 
National Science Foundation; Model Theory 
of Modules, Grant 2005. 
" I am teacher and researcher at the same 
time. Even though their levels and specific 
mathematical subjects may differ, both ac-
tivities inform the other in their search for 
mathematical truths. My research takes 
place in an interclisciplinary area between 
algebra and mathematical logic and is, in 
brief, devoted to the semantic study of sys-
tems of linear equations." 
Bronx Community College President 
Carolyn G. Williams who attended· the 
tribute applauded the BCC faculty se-
Sununer Seminars is to study six literary leered this year sai?, :'It's the students 
and historic honorees in the historic site . who are the beneficJanes of our remark-
on. 'ili:e BCC campus. Renowned guest -~ ably ~~nted fa"Ciilcy's ·'punmit of $Ch61-
scholars and local scholars conduct the arly distmction: 
Seminars. Projects resulting from facul- The City University of New Yo_rk 
ty. study are designed to enhance current (C~ thanked The New York His-
humanities instruction." toncal Society for orgaruzmg the event. 
Debra Ggnsher 
Professor & Chairperson - Department of 
Communications Arts & Sciences: ABC and 
NBC-TV, The Eternal Light: A Historical Retro-
spective, Documentary 2006- a documentary 
retrospective on the Eternal Ught program 
which was a series that aired on the NBC ra-
dio and TV networks from the mid 1940's to 
the mid 1980's. 
The one-hour program includes in-
terviews with Elie Wiesel, Theodore 
Bike!, Ruth Messinger, NBC news cor-
respondent Carl Stern and excerpts of 
the only video interview with Rabbi 
Abraham Joshua Hesche!. Tony award 
winning actress Marion Seldes, fresh 
from her critically acclaimed run on 
Broadway, narrates. The documentary 
Corrections 
In the article "Faculty and Staff Dis-
play Their Art" of the December/Janu-
ary issue it stated that all students who 
summit art work will be displayed. This 
statement is incorrect. What it should 
have read was "all students can submit 
art work. Students art work will then be 
reviewed and the art work that is chosen 
will then be displayed." Everyone's art 
work will not be showcased. I apologize 
for any in convenience this may have 
caused. 
-Jennifer Opoku 
Communicator Staff Reporrer 
CUNY Chairman of the Board of 
Trustees Benno C. Schmidt Jr. and 
CUNY Chancellor Matthew Goldstein 
and Executive Vice Chancellor and Uni-
versity Provost Selma Botman and Vice 
Chancellor for University Relations Jay 
Hershenson also expressed their ap-
preciation for the contributions of fac-
ulty for keeping CUNY's reputation 
strong. Chairman Schmidt and Chan-
cellor Goldstein praised Jack Rudin his 
late brother, Lewis, and the entire Rudin 
family for assisting CUNY in numerous 
ways, including support for the Honors 
College University Scholars Program, 
the Samuel Rudin Distinguished Visit-
ing Scholar Lecture Series at City Col-
lege, and the Lewis and Jack Rudin Cen-
ter for Criminal Justice Partnerships at 
John Jay College of Criminal Justice. 
Look for 
on the ace 
vveb site this 
semester! 
www. bcc.cu ny.edu 
DoN'T DELAY-
sTART YOUR TRANSFER PLANNING TODAYf 
STUDENTS INTERESTED IN ATIENDING 
8artJChCOLLEGE 
n.. C ity lJnivenltyof New York 
AFTER GRADUATING FROM B.C. C. ARE 
ENCOURAGED TO SIGN UP FOR ONE OF THE 
FOLLOWING OPEN HOUSE SESSIONS: 
FRIDAY, MARCH 9, 2007 
9:00AM- 1 :00PM 
STUDENTS MAY SIGN UP AT THE FOLLOWING 
WEB SITE ADDRESS: 
http://www.baruch.cuny.edu/ 
studentaffairs/ openhousereg. htm 
The Transfer Center 
Roscoe Brown Student Center, Room 302 
718-289-5933 http://www.bcc.cuny.edu/ 
TransferCounseling/index.htm 
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Victor Rajcoomar views the exhibit. 
''I Am BCC" Poster Carnpaigl?l'~ S-potlights Life 
Perspectives of BCC Students and Faculty 
Bronx Community College (BCC) 
of The City University of New York has 
launched an inspiring campaign that's ani-
mating the curiosity of students. Unveiled 
during BCC's International Education 
Week in November 2006, it's called the "I 
Am BCC" campaign. Inaugurated with 
funding from the President's Profession-
al Development Fund and the College's 
Center for Tolerance and Understanding, 
the campaign encourages students to find 
out more about the cultural backgrounds 
of fellow students and professors. 
"As an educator, I have always known 
that linking creativity and curiosity are keys 
to engaging students. Learning happens 
when students are engaged and love what 
they're doing in their classrooms as op-
posed to what they do because it's a task," 
stated President Carolyn G. Williams. 
Celebrating our diversity 
"The 'I Am BCC' poster campaign 
builds on the premise that if you know 
more about the people around you, you 
will become more curious as a student. 
The originators decided to hold an es-
say writing contest in which students 
and faculty were asked to share their 
backgrounds informally. It was a way to 
help students to explore wider world per-
spectives. In finding out more about the 
people around them, students are often 
encouraged to tap into their own creative 
selves and their passions," she said. 
Early reaction of students and facul-
ty to the campaign has shown an enthu-
siastic curiosity about the people with 
whom they study and learn. 
The framed poster campaign pro-
motes and celebrates campus-wide diver-
sity through an exhibition of posters and 
excerpts of essays by students, faculty 
and staff. The excerpted essays and pho-
tos spotlight individuals and their back-
grounds. The posters, which are drawn 
from students and faculty from the 109 
countries - including Croatia, Domini-
can Republic, Germany, Antigua, Italy, 
Puerto Rico, Guyana, Switzerland, Tur-
key and the U.S. to name a few-- enrich 
Bronx Community College's campus. 
Croatian student Sabina Horvat's 
personal essay in her framed poster in-
cludes information about how before she 
came to the U.S. she knew English was 
spoken with different accents in Amer-
ica but it took coming to BCC to find 
out the many skin colors of people who 
populate the campus on a busy day. She 
was also encouraged by the number of 
different-aged students. 
"Getting an education is the greatest 
thing one can achieve and if you have 
a desire to succeed and you are given 
every chance to do so, you can do it as 
long as you are willing to work for it," 
stated Sabina. 
Personal stories 
Student Michael Mejia from the Do-
minican Republic stated in his poster: 
"Now, I find myself studying in Bronx 
Community College. Here, I have 
learned a lot. Here I have a chance to 
share knowledge with a lot of people 
from different cultures ... This is not a 
chance we get everyday, so we should 
seize the moment, squeeze it, hold it and 
try to gain everything we can from this 
[higher educational] opportunity."Math 
and Computer Science Professor Vrun-
da Prabhu explains in her poster that she 
was bom in Bombay, India and came to 
the U.S. 20 years ago. Four years ago she 
joined the BCC faculty. She found stu-
dents here "hungry to learn." She said 
that teaching stiioents who are eager to 
learn is an exciting experience. She also 
noted that while teaching at BCC, she 
also has a grant to teach mathematics to 
students who were victims of the 2004 
tsunami on the eastem coast of India 
along the Bay of Bengal. She helps coor-
dinate this effort through periodic trips 
over holidays and summer sessions. 
Our rich cultural fabric 
Students, faculty and staff who shared 
information about themselves include: 
StudentJulianna Hall, an African-Ameri-
can; Student Laurisa Luna, Puerto Rico: 
Student Frances Reyes, Dominican Re-
public; Student Lonette Tonge, Antigua; 
Student Johannes Fischer, Germany; 
Student Clara Femandez, Dominican 
Republic; Student Victor Rajcoomar, 
Guyana; Dr. Nelson Reynoso, General 
Counseling, Dominican Republic; Pro-
fessor Mary Jo Mazzella Ben-Nun, Art 
& Music, Italy; Professor Shazia Khan, 
Biology, Pakistan; Professor Claudio 
Mazzatenta, Biology, Italy; Taramattie 
Chiraunjillal, Academic Affairs, Guy-
ana; Omayra Beucharnp, Physical Plant 
Services, Puerto Rico; Carol Harris, 
Physical Plant Services, United States; 
Architect Andre Hurni, Campus Plan-
ning, Switzerland; Pina Martinelli, Di-
rector of Events Management Services, 
Italy; Frank Giglio, Manager of Dupli-
cating and Audio Visual Services, Italy; 
Sinu Jacob, Assistant Director of Finan-
cial Aid, India, and Handan Hizmetli, 
Institutional Research and Planning, 
Turkey. The 20 x 28 inch framed posters 
have been displayed in the cafeteria of 
the Roscoe C. Brown Student Center, a 
high-traffic student gathering place. The 
"I Am BCC" campaign is the first in a 
series of exhibitions to showcase pride 
and identification with the diversity of 
the College: In early 2007, the posters 
will be moved and displayed in other lo-
cations around the campus. 
Our campus offers such a rich and 
diverse cultural fabric that we can draw 
from to introduce our students to the 
rest of the world. Our diversity is an in-
credible asset that we hope to celebrate 
throughout the year," notes Barbara 
Schaier-Peleg, Co-director of the Cen-
ter for Tolerance and Understanding. 
"Our !I Am BCC/ exhibit encourages 
all of our students, faculty and staff to 
realize how much we can leam from one 
another." 
Were we come from 
"We asked members of the BCC 
community--students, faculry, and staff-
- to share their thoughts about their 
home countries and about their coming 
to the US and BCC in essays. We believe 
a little information - a map, a flag, a few 
demographics, photos of students, fam-
ily and friends in clothes wom in home 
settings - goes a long way to fill an infor-
mation gap between students and faculty 
who are often strangers to each other at 
the start of classes each semester. 
Students begin to develop an appre-
ciation for the wider world when they 
know about the perspectives of people 
with. whom they study and learn. Facul-
ty learns more about the countries from 
which their students come. We are all 
BCC," says Barbara Schaier-Peleg. 
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Health and Fitness 
How to get your healthy 
lifestyle jumpstarted 
By Dr. Wayne 
2007 is here and you a re motivated 
to improve your health, lose weight a nd 
develop a healthy lifestyle . Let's look at 
a few ways you can get started . 
1. Be Physically Active. 
You b ody is designed to work best when 
it is active. The m ore we ask of our bod-
ies - o ur muscles, bones, heart, lnngs, the 
stronger and m ore fit they becom e. What is 
your Solution ? Walk 20-30 minutes almost 
daily. If you d on 't u se it, you will lose it. 
2. Choose a Healthy Diet. 
M an y Americans have a die t too hig h 
in calo ries, unhealthy fats, and added 
su gars, and a diet too low in fibe r, com-
plex carboh ydra tes, fruits and vegeta-
b les. A p oor diet is linked to heart dis-
ease, stroke, high blood pressure, typ e 2 
diab etes, and cancer. Your Solution is to 
change the way you eat and your bo d y 
and mind will thank you . 
3. Maintain a Health Body 
Weight. 
4. Manage Your Stress. 
Many p eople cope/manage their 
stress by eating , drinking, o r sm o king 
too much. O the r s d o n 't d eal w ith it at 
all. Poor stress m anagem ent can lead 
to fatigue, sleep disturbances, beh avior 
problems and disease . Your S olutio n is 
to walk 20-30 minutes and smile and 
laugh 10 times every day. 
5. Avoid Tobacco and Drug Use 
and Limit Alcohol Consumption. 
Tobacco is associated with 8 of the top 
10 causes of d eath in the United S ta tes; 
it kills abo u t 4 35,000 American s each 
year. Lung can cer is the m ost commo n 
cau se o f can cer d eath amo ng both m en 
and wom en. The medica l cost o f sm o k-
ing exceeds $75 billio n yearly. 
Excessive alcoh ol con sumptio n is 
linked to 6 o f the to p 1 0 causes of death 
and results in about 85,000 d eaths per 
year. Homicide and suicide involving al-
cohol are in the to p three leading cau ses 
o f death fo r 15- to 34 year o ld . You know 
the S o lutio n . Stop sm o king and d o ing 
drugs and exerc ise 20-30 minutes d aily. 
Overweight and ob esity are associ- Ok. Start by m ake a commitment to 
ated with heart disease, cancer, and type yourself to start d oing something. It can 
2 diab e tes. Short term die ting is n o t the b e a s easy as w alking your d og, w alking 
solutio n b ecaus e once your res ume y o ur to the c o rne r s to re, w a lking up the s tairs, 
" n o rmal" eating you w ill gain the weight ; · o r walking . 'ln <e1<tfa blocl< fo r the .b(ls. 
lost plus 10 % . Your S olutio n is to walk S o, what a re you waiting fo r , get sta rted, 
o r d o some cardiovascula r exercise 20- and ge t w alking an d improve the q u a lity 
30 minutes almost d a ily. o f your life. 
.. 
' 
DEAN'S LIST 
INVITATION 
A II students who were on the Dean's List in the academic year 2006 - 2007 ore invited to the Dean's List Convocation, to be held on Thursday, April 12, 2007, 12 
noon to 2:00 p .m. in the Gould Memorial Library 
Auditorium . 
Your eligibility for the Dean's List requires completion 
of twelve college-level credits with a Cumulative 
Grode Point Average of 3 .0 or higher, and on 
overage of 3 .2 based upon completion of one of 
the following bonds of college-level credits: 12-23, 
or 24-35, or 36-4 7 , or 48-59, or 60-71 , or 72 or 
more college-level credits . 
To recognize and celebrate your achievement, you 
ore invited to the Dean's List Convocation in Gould 
Memorial Library and the Dean's List Reception in 
Colston Lower Level. Dean's List students may invite 
one guest to celebrate their achievements. 
We look forward 
to .. seeing you there! 
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Mont!¥ Matters 
College Offers Financial Plannin g Workshops Tips 
On How to Shelter and Grow Your Money 
Certified Financial Planner Board of 
Standards, Inc. (CFP Board) has granted 
seed money to Bronx Community Col-
lege (BCC) for development of a project 
to teach basic financial planning and cre-
ate an awareness of the value and impor-
tance of managing finances to students in 
BCC's Bronx, Harlem and Upper Man-
hattan communities. This is the only grant 
through CFP Board's 2006 grant program 
awarded to a community college. 
CFP Board granted $75,000 to the 
BCC project on the belief that early 
familiarity with financial planning con-
cepts will payoff over a lifetime. Too of-
ten college students graduate, step into 
the workplace with significantly higher 
salaries than those who don't have a 
two year degree and then don't save and 
invest enough becau se they have nev-
er been educated on personal finance 
strategies to shelter and grow earnings. 
The new BCC financial planning 
project is on track to launch the first fi-
nancial seminar in April to currently en -
rolled BCC students. The curriculum 
addition will be folded into the existing 
Orientation and Career Development 
(OCD) workshops required of all enter-
ing students. Seminars will be offered 
to continuing education students and 
community residents. 
"CFP Board's mission is to help people 
benefit from competent, professional and 
ethical financial plaruring," states Timothy 
Stifel, Manager of External Relations for 
CFP Board. "The grant program provides 
financial support to individuals and orga-
nizations developing innovative programs 
that might not have been developed with-
out the grant funding. By partnering with 
programs across the country, CFP Board 
is able to help give financial plaruring ex-
periences directly to people it might other-
wise be unable to reach." 
" We hope the students of Bronx Com-
munity College receive information and 
skills that will help them take control of 
their financial lives and help them identify 
when they might need professional finan-
''In today•s complex financial market, 
financial education is central to 
helping consumers make better 
decisions for themselves and their 
families." 
cia! planning assistance. We also hope the 
success of the program at Bronx Commu-
nity College inspires other institutions to 
establish similar programs," added Stifel. 
The financial planning project will 
greatly benefit some 2,500 freshmen 
students, alumni, and the broader lo-
cal community, helping underserved 
populations gain access to competent 
and ethical financial planning, become 
informed consumers in our economy, 
realize their potential, and achieve finan-
cial mobility and long-term wealth. 
"The importance of good personal 
finance skills is unquestio ned, and finan-
cial issues can hit college students espe-
cially hard," remarked Stifel. 
According to the Department of Ed-
ucation's National Center for Education 
Statistics, among 9,000 students surveyed 
from 800 postsecondary institutions, ap-
proximately 3,300 did not successfully 
complete the program in which they were 
enrolled. Nationally, 14 percent of stu-
dents who left college without complet-
ing a degree cited financial reasons, while 
only 2 percen t cited academic ones. 
Saving is a very basic part of per-
sonal finance, and the national savings 
rate demonstrates that the financial lit-
eracy of Americans needs work. Last 
m onth, the Bureau of Economic Analy-
sis, U .S . Department of Commerce is-
sued a release stating that personal sav-
ing as a percentage of disposable income 
was negative 1.0% in November 2006. 
- Ben Bernanke, 
Chairman of the 
Federal Reserve Bank 
The annual savings rate went negative 
in 2005, the first time that's happened 
since the Great Depression. 
Basic topics will include presenta-
tions o n obtaining, maintaining and/or 
repairing credit status. There will also be 
presentations on understanding finan-
cial instruments such as CDs, money-
markets, mutual funds, and stocks and 
advantages to financial planning. 
Some of the goals of the financial 
planning project for students are: 
• Don't wait till a mofley crisis to be-
gin financial planning. Take ch arge of 
your financial future! 
• Set measurable goals. 
• Understand the effect of your finan-
cial decisions. 
• Start with what you have got- don't 
assume financial planning is only for the 
w ealthy. 
• Look at the big picture - financial 
pianning is mote: than · just retirement 
planning or tax planning. 
BCC welcomes inquiries from CER-
TIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER™ 
professionals who are interested in proj-
ect participation. The college also seeks 
support of organizations and founda-· 
tions that would like. to help fund the 
program into the future. Contributions 
would help bring financial literacy to all 
BCC's 8,900 students as well as to Bronx 
and Upper Manltattan residents. [If you 
are a· financial planner, foundation or an 
individual who would like to con tribute 
to this program, please call Lorna Chan 
at (718) 289-5421.] 
" What we will be teaching are the 
basics," states Elizabeth Oliver, Assis-
tant Dean, Office of Continuing and 
Professional Studies . Just as a CPR class 
teaches you h ow to perform the basics of 
cardiac pulmonary resuscitation, BCC's 
financial p lanning project will explain 
the basic building blocks of personal fi-
nancial management. 
" Through this project, we are 
not training students to be financial 
planners, (just as a CPR course will n o t 
make you a cardiac doctor), but our 
Continuing and Professional Studies' 
financial planning curriculum should 
give students the confidence to b e able 
to look at a set of financial documents 
-credit card statements, college loan ap-
plications, checks and bank loans, docu-
ments issued by banks and credit unions 
- and make sense of them, adds Oliver." 
Bronx Community College is a prom-
inent and respected institution among 
the nation's i,200 community colleges. 
In 2004, BCC ranked 13th in award-
ing associate's degrees to Hispanics, and 
30th among community colleges in the 
country in granting associate's degrees 
to minority students overall. 
BCC h as h ad a 22% increase in en-
rollment over the past 5 years, culminat-
ing in the enrollment of 8,800 students 
this semester. 
" The College is a place where thou-
sands of other community residents in 
Bronx, Harlem, and Upper Manhattan 
find a pathway to educational and voca-
tional achievement through non-credit 
programs and courses. Our new per-
sonal financial management course fits 
BCC's existing role as resource for com-
munity development through workfo rce 
training and professional certification," 
states Elizabeth Oliver, Assistant Dean, 
Office of Continuing and Professional 
Studies. 
FEBRUARY IS BLACK HISTORY MONTH 
Here are some websites for you to explore! 
African Fashion Site Business Opportunities National Assoc. of Black Ultimate Style Clothing Africana 
anet-chi.com/- m idwest w ibo.org Scuba Divers ultimatestyle.com africana.com 
Bill McCreary Online DC's Cyberwor1d nabsdivers.org Urban Calendar Blind Beggar Press 
billmccreary.com umich.edu/ - dccab National Assoc. of urbancalendar.com blindbeggarpress.org 
Black Literary Essence Magazine Market Developers U.S. Africa 
mosaicbooks.com namdntl.org usafricaonline.com October Gallery essence.com octobergallery.com/expol. Net Noir Black Tech Guide Everything Black netnoir.com 
Vibe Magazine htm 
vibe.com t heconduit .com everythingblack.com Black Enterprise Mag Network Journal What's the 411 Black Collegian Online Frankie Crocker Online tnj.com whatsthe411 .com blackenterprise.com blac k-collegian.com frankiecrocker.com 
New Beacon Books Wor1d Wide Black Online Ebony Magazine Black Urban Professional Funk Jazz Kafe newbeacon-books.com wwbol.com ebonymag.com buppie.com funkjazzkafe.com 
NY Guide to Black Young Black Afro American Black in America Hip Hop Online Business Entrepreneurs afroam.com 4b ia.com sohh.com bigblackbook.com ybeinc.com 
Black Facts Online Jazz Central Right On Magazine .The Platform Black Entertainment TV 
blackfacts.com jazzcentralstation.com righton.com bet.com platform.net 
Black Mind Jazz Roots Street Sounds Black Voices Urban Sports Network 
blackmind.com jdscomm.com street-sounds.com blackvoices.com . urbansportsnetwork.com 
BlackWor1d K-p It Real Online Today's Black Woman Black Planet Los Negroes 
blackworld.com keepitreal.com jktbw.com blackplanet.com losnegroes.com 
Photo by Barbara Schaier-Peleg 
President Williams nominating a candidate for BCC's Women's Hall of Fame. 
BCC Won1en's History 
Month will focus on 
International Won1en 
Continued from page 1 
ing Women's History Month, the Center 
for Teaching Excellence and the Office 
of Student Life will be working with the 
National Center for Educational Alli-
ances and the Center for Tolerance and 
Understanding '(CTU) to create a BCC 
Virtual Hall of Fame for Women. Worn-
en's History Month takes place every 
March, and our hope is that an election 
to add to our electrori.ic Women's Hall 
of Pame will become an annual campus 
event. · 
This will be a three-stage initia-
tive--nomination, advocacy, and elec-
tion. During the first two weeks in Feb-
ruary the entire campus will be invited 
to nominate women from three catego-
ries-women from the past, American 
women who are currently alive, and 
intemational women who are currently 
alive. Please look for one of the nomina-
tion forms in the Office of Student Life, 
through the BCC Broadcast, or check 
the Center's website. 
The nomination forms will specify 
the criteria for each of the three catego-
ries. These results will be collated, and 
we will announce three finalists in each 
category. Nominating ballots will be 
made available to allow members of the 
BCC community to vote for one woman 
in each category. 
The widespread engagement of stu-
dents, who will learn more about these 
outstanding women who have helped 
make the world a better place, will be a 
primary goal of this initiative. We invite 
faculty throughout the month of March 
to engage their classes in advocating for 
the woman they believe should be elected 
to our Virtual Hall of Fame, and we also 
enC,ourag,e ,studi!D.C,Ctu6'&: and . oig~­
tions to act;ively s~pport the nominees 
they feel are most deserVing. We plan to 
publicize student essays (on the Center's 
website and in The Communicator) that 
best capture the spirit of this project. 
During the last two weeks of March, 
ballots will be distributed so students, 
faculty and staff can vote for one woman 
in each category. The women who have 
been elected will be announced at the 
closing Women's History Month Event, 
and they will be the inaugural class to 
be formally inducted in the BCC Virtual 
Hall of Fame for Women. 
During March, as part of the em-
powerment theme, the Nursing C lub 
will work in conjunction with the CTU, 
the Offices of Psychological Services 
and Student Life, and the Department 
of Health, Physical Education and Well-
ness,. as well as select classes in nursing, 
the social sciences and the humanities, 
to convene an all-day forum that ex-
plores the scourge of violence against 
women. Other featured events will be 
a p c;x;formance by the women's jazz trio 
Sojourn~r and a closing banquet. 
Look .for · 
on the ace vveb site 
this semester! 
... 
. '· 
Join 
JiT:E (Ctp~NQI~'!Q! 
Team! 
See your name in print . 
Express your views . 
Put your finger on the pulse of 
the BCC community. 
The Communicator is looking for 
Writers, Graphic Designers, 
Photographers, and 
Advertising Representatives. 
Use you writing and reporting skills. 
Help design each month's issue of 
The Communicator. 
Use your photography skills . 
Sell advertising space . 
Become part of our team. 
Join The Communicator today. Come to Colson 
605 to fill out and application, 
or call us at 718.289 .5314. 
New York is 
POSSIBILITY 
THE NEW SCHOOL 
is New York 
FINISH YOUR 
BACHELOR'S DEGREE 
IN UBERAL ARTS 
You have a busy life--so we make it easy to finish 
your degree. Guided by a faculty advisor, you'll create· 
a path of study tailored to your professional goals and 
the issues that matter to you. You'll study with leading 
scholars and working professionals in New York City, 
the capital of media, writing, international affairs, 
and everything else. Where will you go from here? 
The possibilities are endless. 
~ Aexible schedule of study on campus and/or online 
• ·Accelerated bachelo(s/maste(s study option 
• Transfer credits accepted 
• Internships and financial aid available 
Of>.Campus lnfonnatlon Session: 
Monday, March 12 at 6:30 p.m. 
66 W- 12th Stnoet, NYC 
Online Admission ChatS: 
February 24 at 11:00 a.m. 
March 31 at 11:00 a.m. 
·To RSVP and for more about the pro~m . contact admissions at 
212.229 .5630 or vis~ us online. 
www.adultba.newachool.edu 
,._.._. SCK0ot. FOR GENERAl sniDIEs 
,· • . l ,· ~ ... : ""'! ' - • • 
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Inside and Outside BCC 
BCC and Hostos Math Professors Draft 
Curriculutn for Indian Tsunatni Victitns 
For Bronx Community College's Dr. 
. Vrunda Prabhu an environmental catas-
" trophe -- the tsunami of December 26, 
2004 -- sparked an international math-
ematics teaching and learning collabo-
ration which is gaining momentum to 
teach adolescent student victims of the 
tsunami. Bronx and Hostos Community 
Colleges are leading the way backed by 
the support of The City University of 
New York (CUNY). 
"So far, we have taught fractions us-
ing a tool devised here for teaching stu-
dents in the Bronx -the Fractions Grid," 
explains Dr. Prabhu. "We have also 
taught Algebraic thinking and signed 
numbers with manipulatives." 
The collaboration is helping marginal-
ized adolescent students in the South Indi-
an state ofTamil Nadu sharpen their skills 
in arithmetic and algebra while learning to 
develop their creative and critical thinking 
as the gold standards for learning. 
Dalit communities are taking charge 
of their educational learning through the 
development of a Teaching-Action-Re-
search (TAR) approach. TAR had been 
developed by the Bronx professors in 
order to address and make connections 
between teaching and learning and com-
munity development. 
The model is the simultaneous process 
of teaching and investigating students' 
mathematical thinking with the purpose 
of improving learning of the subject. 
Dalit refers to a cast of marginalized 
people who have little money. They often 
live a hand-to-mouth existence without 
access to quality education. The result is 
that Dalits suffer from poor motivation 
and lack of self-esteem, often lagging in 
gaining sufficient skills needed to com-
pete in the workplace. 
Transforming a Dalit community so 
that the well being of a child is one of the 
main principles of transformation became 
the guiding principle of their work. 
The collaboration began shortly after 
the tsunami hit. Mathematics and Com-
puter Science Professor, Dr. Vrunda 
Prabhu, and Hostos Mathematics Pro-
fessor, Dr. Bronislaw Czarnocha, had 
just attended an international academic 
conference in the middle of December 
2004 organized by the Homi Bhabha 
Science Education Center in Goa, In-
dia. There, they had presented a Bronx 
Teaching Research (TR-NYC) model 
developed in Mathematics classes at 
A moment to relax. 
Student at study in India. 
Hostos Community College. 
Senti! Babu, an Indian fellow con-
ference presenter, ,met the two BrQDX 
mathematics professors met at the con-
ference in Goa, a city on the Arabian 
Sea on India's western coast, south of 
Mumbai (Bombay) . The threesome dis-
cussed TR methodology arid whether it 
could be applied to train the community 
of voluntary Dalit teachers in the Nagai 
region ofTamil Nadu state where Senti! 
Babu lived and worked as a teacher. 
After the end of the conference, Dr. 
Prabhu and Dr. Czarnocha met in Delhi 
in the government office oflndia's Presi-
dent, Dr. Abdul Kalam, who is a physi-
cist to talk about teaching mathematics. 
Dr. Kalam, is an enthusiastic advocate. 
of higher· education. He listened intently 
to their teaching approach and urged 
both professors to begin work in the vil-
lages because that was where "help is 
required!" 
Those were prescient words. Two 
days later, on December 24, 2004, the 
tsunami would strike India's eastern sea-
coast facing the Bay of Bengal! 
"At the time of the tsunami, I was on 
a public transportation bus traveling to 
Po:qdicherry, on. lpgia'!!. eastern coast 
bordering thi!Bay of Bengal, to stay in 
an ashram I used to frequently visit,' ' 
states Dr. Prabhu recollecting about the 
catastrophe which struck only hours be-
fore she arrived in the region. 
"The people in the bus all spoke 
Tamil and the waters of the sea looked 
like nothing I'd ever seen before. 
"The backwaters were more swol-
len than those I remember, but the real 
extent of what I was traveling through 
became clear only when I reached Pon-
·dicherry and charged my phone and saw 
the news on TV,'' explained Dr. Prabhu. 
The Nagappatinam region in Tamil 
Nadu state is the center where the tsuna-
mi hit in India. It is also where the Dalit 
community of teachers lives and works. 
From January to June of 2005, "there 
were long e-mail discussions with the 
grassroots organizers whom we began 
referring to as the Agents of Change to 
develop teaching models for two villages 
in Tamil Nadu,'' stated Dr. Prabhu. 
"We came up with several ideas, based 
on our work in the math~matics class-
rooms, and our ideas were listened to and 
declined politely, si,nce 'schemes conceived 
at a distance' were viewed warily by com-
munity members,'' added Dr. Prabhu. 
"We were urged to come and visit the 
region to look and see what is needed. 
Since then we have traveled there four 
times, giving our unique workshops of 
mathematics and investigating mathemati-
cal thinking to students at the same time. 
(Dr. Prabhu returned to India during the 
2006-2007 winter intercession to help ad-
vance mathematics teaching. She will re-
turned to the U.S. on January 27, 2007) 
"During our psychosocial interviews 
to analyze life of the community and 
its possibilities for transformation, we 
discovered common cognitive roots in 
both, mathematics teaching and investi-
gating, and developed a visual, cognitive 
approach to community development, 
which gave rise to TAR,'' she stated. 
Successful community development 
Photo credit: Dr. Vrunda Prabhu 
occurs when community members ac-
tively undertake steps to remove diag-
.JlOsed obstacles t<;> childr!'n's Jeapling th11J 
-exist within the community. One· such ac.: 
lion-research development is the "T-A-R 
approach to Montessori for mothers". 
Its purpose is to provide the requested 
expertise to mothers so that they can pro-
vide a "learning" environment for their 
children within the horne by carefully ob-
serving the learning of the children. Par-
ents learn how to question their children 
while still allowing the child's curiosity to 
develop unhindered. In this process of 
observation and questioning; the moth-
ers become critical thinkers themselves. 
The interest of the mothers is similar to 
the "soccer-mom" phenomenon in the 
US. Their sense of urgency in the future 
of their children is· gripping. 
The City University of New York's 
Executive Vice Chancellor and Uni-
versity Provost, Selma Botrnan, set up 
a task force at CUNY immediately af-
ter the tsunami with the purpose of 
providing rehabilitation to the affected 
region. The Executive Vice Chancel-
lor's intent was to tap into the reservoir 
of existing faculty expertise at CUNY 
and apply their skills and knowledge to 
the distressed populations. The CUNY 
task force efforts were coordinated by 
Dr. Timothy Stevens from the Executive 
Vice Chancellor's office. 
One of the faculty members in the task 
force was Dr. Martha Bragin from John 
Jay College. The three faculty members 
together received seed funding from the 
War Trauma Foundation to conduct 
psychosocial training among the com-
munities in Tamil Nadu along with the 
mathematics teaching-research. 
"An interesting development took 
place in the January 2006 meeting," Dr. 
Prabhu explained, "when Martha Bragin 
the psychosocial professor from John Jay 
College, and ourselves conducted our ses-
sions together. We'd alternated sessions 
- mathematics followed by psychosocial 
work -- and we found that the method 
that we utilized of developing concepts 
was very similar,'' Dr. Prabhu remarked. 
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Customer Relations 
-The Essence of Any 
Great Organization 
Hello, my name is Clifford L. Mar-
shall, II, the Customer Relations Manag-
er of Enrollment Management/Student 
Development. I have the great honor 
and privilege to write an article on cus-
tomer service and give a little insight on 
what we at Bronx Community College 
are attempting to do to give better ser-
vice to students, staff and guests. 
Customer relations is sweeping the 
nation. In the world of higher educa-
tion, competition and a high demand 
for students and staff have created an 
atmosphere that requires schools to roll 
out the red carpet. Due to technology, 
students can take classes anywhere in 
the country and they refuse to be treated 
badly, knowing that another institution 
is eagerly awaiting their arrival. 
CLIFFORD L. MARSHALL 
1\LLiS'l'l.JDENTS WHO EXPECT 
TO GRADUATE IN 
• JUNE~007 
MUST COMPLETE 
A cYANDIDATE 
FOR 
DEGREE CARD 
• 
'"' IN THE 
REGISTRAR'S OFFICE 
COLSTON HALL, 
ROOM513 
9 
Implementation of customer relations 
must start at the top. Leadership is the 
essence of any well run organization and 
most well run organizations have cus-
tomer relations as a top priority. Lead-
ers have a rnindset that patrons and staff 
must be treated in a professional manner 
in order for the organization to thrive. A 
happy staff leads to happy customers. 
Here at Bronx Community College 
some of the issues facing our campus 
are similar to issues facing campuses all 
around the country. How to make regis-
tration as smooth as possible; how to dec-
imate information quickly and efficiently; 
how to create better signage; how to help 
students with financial planning; how to 
create an environment that will keep stu-
dents coming back until they receive their 
degree; how to eliminate long lines; and 
how to accomplish the mission of every 
higher education institution which is to 
supply a quality education while allow-
ing the student to acquire the full college 
experience. These and many other issues 
are on our agenda for resolution and in 
next month's issue we will discuss what 
we are doing and what we need to do to 
resolve these issues on our campus. 
ugh March 16, 2007 
Mr. Marshall can be reached at 
clifford.marshall@bcc.cuny.edu. 
for degree card before the listed deadline, 
appear in the Commencement Program. 
FREE RESOURCES AT CUNY 
CUNY 
Citizenship and 
Immigration Project 
City College Immigration Center 
13811 Stand Convent Ave. 
Nor1 h Academic Center, Rm. 1-206 
New York, NY 10031 
(212) 650-6620 
Hostos Community College 
Immigration Center 
120 East 149th Street 
Savoy Building, 1st Floor 
Bronx, NY 10451 
(718) 518-4395 
Selective Service: 
CUNY IMMIGRATION CLINICS* 
Please call any of our Immigration Clinics to make an appointment 
and get FREE HELP with your immigration questions. 
Flushing Immigration Center 
39-07 Prince Street 2nd Fl. 
Flushing, NY 11354 
(718) 640-9223 
LaGuardia Community College 
Immigration Center 
International Student's Office 
31-10 Thomson Avenue, 
Rm. M-166 
Long Island City, N.Y. 11101 
(718) 482-5139 
York College Immigration Center 
94-20 Guy R. Brewer Blvd., 
Welcome Center Atrium 
Jamaica, NY 11451 
(718) 262-2983 
City Tech Immigration Center 
Legal Studies Department 
300 Jay Street Rm. N-622 
Brooklyn, NY 11201 
(718) 260-5597 
ALL SERVICES ARE FREE 
OTHER RESOURCES 
(888) 655-1825 or www.sss.gov 
Brooklyn, NY 11211 
Tel: (718) 486-6800 
Check your selective service number or register online. 
(Selective Service is a requirement for Naturalization) 
New York Immigration Hotline: 
(212) 419- 3737 or 
(800) 566-7636 
For deportation cases ONLY contact: 
Central American Legal Assistance (GALA) 240 Hooper Street 
USCIS Website/Internet Services: www.uscis.gov 
Naturalization interview questions, news and all US CIS 
forms and fees available. 
To obtain any USCIS forms by mail: 
1-800-870-3676. For information about transportation to assigned 
fingerprinting agency: 1-800-557-5398. 
USC IS National Customer Service (BOO) 375-5283. Information on 
application status that has already been filed with USCIS. 
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Black history month 
My Last Will 
and Testament 
Continued from page 1 
with vision, mental clarity, health and 
education. 
I LEAVEYOU RESPECT FOR THE 
USES OF POWER. We live in a world 
which respects power above all things. 
Power, intelligently directed, can lead to 
more freedom. Unwisely directed, it can 
be a dreadful, destructive force. During 
m y lifetime I have seen the power of the 
Negro grow enormously. It has always 
been my first concern that this power 
should be placed on the side of human 
justice. 
A measure of our progress 
Now that the barriers are crumbling 
everywhere, the Negro in America must 
be ever vig ilant lest his forces be mar-
shalled behind wrong causes and un-
democratic movements. He must not 
lend his support to any group that seeks 
to subvert democracy. That is why we 
must select leaders who are wise, cou-
rageous, and of great moral stature and 
ability. We have great leaders among us 
today: Ralph Bunche, Channing To-
bias, Mordecai Johnson, Walter White, 
and Mary Church Terrell. [The latter 
now deceased]. We have had other great 
men and women in the past: Frederick 
Douglass, Booker T. Washington, Har-
riet Tubman, and Sojourner Truth. We 
must produce more qualified people like 
them, who will work not for themselves, 
but for others. 
I LEAVE YOU FAITH. Faith is the 
first factor in a life devoted to service. 
Without faith, nothing is possible. With 
it, nothing is impossible . Faith in God 
is the greatest power, but great, too, is 
faith in oneself. In 50 years the faith 
of the American Negro in himself has 
g rown immensely and is still increasing. 
The measure of our progress as a race 
is in precise relation to the depth of the 
faith in our people held by our leaders. 
Frederick Douglass, geniu s though he 
was, was spurred by a deep conviction 
that his people would heed his counsel 
and follow him to freedom . Our greatest 
Negro figures have been imbued with 
faith. Our forefathers struggled for lib-
erty in conditions far more onerou s than 
those we now face, but they never lost 
the faith. Their perseverance paid rich 
dividends. We must never forget their 
sufferings and their sacrifices, for they 
were the foundations of the progress of 
our people. 
Human dignity 
I LEAVE YOU RACIAL DIGNITY. 
I want Negroes to maintain their human 
dignity at all costs. We, as Negroes, must 
recognize that we are the custodians as 
well as the heirs of a great civilization. 
We have given som ething to the world 
as a race and for this we are proud and 
fully conscious of our place in the total 
picture of mankind's development. We 
must learn also to share and mix with 
all men. We must make and effort to be 
less race conscious and more conscious 
of individual and human values. I have 
never been sensitive abou t my complex-
ion. My .co)or. has '!ever destroyed my 
self-respect nor has it ever caused me 
to conduct ffiyself in sUch a manner as 
to merit the disrespect of any person. I 
have not let my color h andicap me. De-
spite many crushing burdens and handi-
caps, I have risen from the cotton fields 
of South Carolina to found a college, ad-
minister it during its years of growth, be-
come a public servant in the government 
of our country and a leader of women. I 
would not exchange my color for all the 
wealth in the world, for had I been born 
white I might not have been able to d o 
all that I have done or yet hope to do. 
Learning to live together 
I LEAVE YOU A DESIRE TO LIVE 
HARMONIOUSLY WITH YOUR 
FELLOW MEN. T he problem of color 
is worldwide. It is found in Africa and· 
Asia, Europe and South America. I ap-
peal to American Negroes -- North, 
South, East and West -- to recognize 
their common problems and unite to 
solve them. 
I pray that we will learn to live harmo-
niously with the white race. So often , our 
difficulties have made us hypersensitive 
and truculent. I want to see my people 
conduct themselves naturally in all re-
lationships - - fully conscious of their 
m anly responsibilities and deeply aware 
of their heritage. I wan t them to learn to 
understand whites and influence them 
for good, for it is advisable and sensible 
for us to do so. We are a minority of 15 
million living side by side with a white 
majo rity. We must leam to deal with 
these people positively and on an indi-
vidual basis. 
The freedom gates 
I LEAVE YOU FINALLY A RE-
SPONSIBILITY TO OUR YOUNG 
PEOPLE. The world around us really 
belongs to youth for youth will take over 
its future management. Our children 
must never lose their zeal for building a 
better world. They must not be discour-
aged from aspiring toward greatness, for 
they are to be the leaders of tomorrow. 
Nor must they forget that the masses 
of our people are still underprivileged, 
ill-housed, impoverished and victimized 
by discrimination. We h ave a power-
ful potential in our youth, and we must 
have the courage to change old ideas 
and practices so that we may direct their 
power toward good ends. 
Faith, courage, bro therhood, digni-
ty, ambition, responsibility -- these are 
needed today as never before. We must 
cultivate the.m and use them as · tools 
for our task of completing the estab-
lishment of equality for the Negro. We 
must sh arpen these tools in the struggle 
that faces us and find new ways of u sing 
them . The Freedom Gates a re half-ajar . 
W e must pry them fully open. 
Our legacy 
If I have a legacy to leave m y people, 
it is my philosophy of living and serving. 
As I face tomorrow, I am content, for 
I think I have spent m y life well .. I pray 
now that my philosoph y may be helpful 
to those who share my vision of a world 
of Peace, Progress, Brotherhood, and 
Love. 
Source: www.africanwithin.com 
Originally published in Ebony (August 
1955) 
WANTED 
STUDENT WRITERS 
AND STUDENT POETS 
From the Heights, Bronx Community 
College's showcase for student writing, 
is interested in reading your best essays, 
fiction, or poetry. 
Please submit writing as an email 
attachment or on disk to Professor Hattie-
Jo Mullins at hattiejo.mullins@bcc.cuny. 
edu or put on her desk on the sixth floor of 
Colston, Room 642. 
DEADLINE - APRIL 20 
Please include the following signature 
agreement with your essay or poem. 
. Either cut and paste i~to your essay or 
poem or c iifout and glve it to Prof. Mullins 
with your disk. 
r - , 
The following essay/poem will be considered for 
publication in From the Heights. 
Essay title: 
Course & Section 
Instructor's name 
Student's permission to publish: 
I hereby give the faculty editors of the "From the 
Heights" project my permission to publish the 
essay/poem mentioned above (possibly slightly 
altered for purposes of editing) in the BCC The 
Communicator or in the English Department's 
From the Heights . By my signature, I certify that 
the essay is my original work. 
(please print) 
Student author 
Date: 
Student Signature 
L 
- - · _... 
.J 
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Campus Nevus 
Learn speacialized skills at BCC 
"Successfully complete building 
trades courses at BCC and you will be 
on your way to finding a job in the con-
struction industry!" That's the enthu-
siastic message that Daniel Martinez, 
Coordinator of Building Trades for 
Continuing and Professional Studies at 
Bronx Community College, tells his stu-
dents - men and women - and the com-
munity, whoever has the ambition and 
aptitude and wants to work in the con-
struction trades and related industries. 
More than 8 million Americans work 
in the building trades field. Construction 
is one of the nation's largest industries, 
offering excellent opportunities for high 
earnings, career advancement, and busi-
ness ownership. People with many differ-
ent talents and educational backgrounds 
can become skilled craft persons, man-
agers, supervisors, and superintendents. 
These professionals find many excellent 
opportunities. 
Many other industries depend upon 
the work done in construction. From 
houses and office buildings to factories, 
roads, and bridges - begins with con-
struction. 
Martinez; a carpenter, has 22 years 
of professional experience in the build-
ing trades industry and has built houses 
for Habitat for Humanity, as a voluntel'r. 
Habitat for Humanity is a nonprofit, 
ecumenical housing organization build-
ing simple, decent, affordable housing 
in parmership with people in need. It 
is active in the U.S. and over sixty other 
nations. 
"BCC offers the skills in its classes to 
get students started towards their care<;r 
goals," says Martinez who has worked 
in the electrical, welding, and carpentry 
trades. "I believe our program is out-
standing because it offers a nationally 
recognized industry-standard curricu-
lum and we offer courses in Spanish. 
What are the courses candidates will 
be expected to learn when they enroll in 
the Continuing and Professional Studies 
program? 
All students must take a shop safety 
class, which gives an overview of the 
Occupation Safety and Health Admin-
istration (OSHA) regulations -- safety 
guidelines for the classroom and the 
job. After that, students need to take a 
math class to brush up on basic math for 
building trades that includes reviews of 
measurements~ fractions, division, and 
multiplication. 
"You really need to be up to speed in 
your ability to make arithmetic calcula-
tions when you go into the construction 
field," notes Martinez. 
Students who come into Martinez's 
classroom on the first day receive an ori-
entation on what to expect in the pro-
gram. On the second day, everybody has 
to have boots, jeans, safety clothes and 
other protective gear. 
The next thing Martinez has students 
do in his class is learn ·how to swing a 
hammer. He notes that there are not too 
Look for 
Skills include 
Carpentry, Electrical, 
Plumbing, Painting, 
Building Maintenance, 
Boilers and Home 
Inspection 
many people that know how to swing a 
hammer properly. 
From then on, students move quickly 
into a 50 hour Level I course. At Con-
tinuing and Professional Studies, each 
Level I carpentry class builds a two sto-
ry house, in the classroom! Students do 
their own measurements, cut their own 
wood and work as a team with other 
building trades' students, just as they 
would on a construction crew. Students 
use all types of hand and power tools, 
including handsaws, power saws, screw 
guns, chisels, hammers, table saws, chop 
saws and nail guns. 
There are lots of trades specific de-
tails which other professional instruc-
tors teach. Also, students learn how to 
frame walls and ceilings. Once the house 
is finished, students bring their cameras 
and start taking pictures of their finished 
work. 
The Level II carpentry course takes 
students through proper ways to build 
decks, doors, windows and ceilings. The 
class learns how to read blueprints and 
schematics. Then students install electri-
cal wiring, plumbing pipes and fixtures . 
After Martipez ·has critiqued the 
students' house project, the class then 
takes the house apart. The next class 
of students begins to Ieam trades skills 
by building its own house again from 
scratch. 
For those who want to specialize in 
electricity, plumbing, painting, build-
ing maintenance, boilers and home in-
spection, there are special courses that 
help students navigate the intricacies of 
wires, measurements, fuse boxes, read-
ing blueprints, understanding codes, 
and pressure gauges. 
The plumbing course takes students 
through learning the operation of many 
plumbing tools, fittings, cutting copper 
tubes, faucets and valves. 
Continuing and Professional Studies' 
Plumbing and Boiler class is taught by 
Lino Grullon who has 25 years of ex-
perience and works as a supervisor of 
skilled tradesman. 
"The benefit of taking Continuing 
and Professional Studies Plumbing and 
Boiler classes," stated Grullon, "is that 
you get a lot of hands on training work-
ing with tools. 
"When you get out of the course you 
have the opportunity to start on a 
plumbing career path. The career path 
can lead you to jobs a-s a building super-
visor. With these courses and some work 
experience you can then apply to the 
city for certification to open your own 
business," explained Grullon. Classes 
are taught in the evenings and on Satur-
days. 
"When you come out of our courses," 
states Martinez, "you can say I know 
something about construction to any 
employer or apply for an apprentice-
ship," he adds. 
Martinez says that many students 
leave Continuing and Professional Stud-
ies courses and go right to work for em-
ployers who pay well and include ben-
efits. "My job is not only to see to it that 
graduates from our building trades pro-
grams gain sound construction trades 
skills, but to see that they have the op-
portunity to obtain jobs," stated Mar-
tinez. 
A promising career for people in the 
building trades is to become a Licensed 
Home Inspector. Bronx Community 
College's complete Home Inspec-
tor Training course includes a full 100 
hours of classroom training in compli-
ance with New York State License re-
quirements, and 40 hours of field train-
ing under the supervision of a Licensed· 
Home Inspector. 
The U.S. Department of Labor pre-
dicts that jobs for Home Inspectors 
will grow 14% by 2012, and earn up to 
$42,000 a year. Earnings are higher for 
certified Home Inspectors with more ex-
perience who have had a chance to build 
up their client pool. New York State lacks 
a sufficient number of qualified licensed 
home inspectors. 
Home Inspectors observe and pro-
vide a written report of the systems and 
components of a residential building in-
cluding but not limited to: heating and 
cooling systems; electrical systems; and 
structural components - foundation, 
roof, masonry strUcture, exterior and in-
terior components or any other related 
residential building components. 
For more information about building 
trades and Home Inspections courses of-
fered in BCC's Continuing and Profes-
sional Studies program, call (718) 289-
5170. Or, visit Philosophy Hall, Room 
14, on the campus of Bronx Community 
College of The City University of New 
York at West 181st Street & University 
Avenue, where you can talk to Daniel 
Martinez or a staff member. And, if you 
wish you, may send an email to cps@ 
bcc.cuny.edu. 
Basic tuition costs for Building Trades 
Level I courses are: 
Carpentry $399 
Plumbing $389 
Electrical $369 
Boiler $260 
Home Inspector $2,400 
The costs for Level II courses for 
carpentry and plumbing drop to $200 
to $239. Books for each course cost ap-
proximately $70. 
on 
the BCC vveb site this semester! 
www.bcc.cuny.edu 
A SHORT 
READING LIST 
FOR BLACK 
HISTORY MONTH 
Submitted by Claude Grant, 
Black History Month Committee 
They Came Before 
Columbus 
By Ivan Van Sertima 
(Random House) 
Still/ Rise: A Cartoon History 
of African Americans 
By Roland Owen Laird & 
Tanesha Nash Laird 
0/J.W. Norton & Co.) 
Black Profiles 
By George R. Metcalf 
(McGraw Hill) 
The Negro Cowboys 
By Philip Durham & Everett L. 
Jones (Dodd, Mead) 
In Their Own Words: A 
History of the American 
Negro, 1916- 1966 
Edited by Milton Meltzer 
There is a River: The Black 
Struggle for Freedom in 
America 
By Vincent Harding 
(Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich) 
Africa's Gift to America 
By J. A. Rogers 
(Helga M. Rogers, Publisher) 
Black Women in America: 
A Historical Encyclopedia 
Edited by Darlene Clark Hine 
(Carlson Press) 
Africana: The Encyclopedia 
of the African and African 
American Experience 
Edited by Kwame Anthony Appiah 
& Henry Louis Gates, Jr. 
(Ba<>ic Books) 
Masterpieces of African 
American Literature 
Edited by Frank N. Magill 
(Harper Collins) 
The Autobiography of 
Martin Luther King, Jr. 
Edited by Clayborne Carson 
0/Jarner Books) · 
From Slavery to Freedom: 
A History of Negro 
Americans 
By John Hope Franklin 
(Alfred A. Knopf) 
Some of these books may 
be out of print but should be 
available at the BCC Ubrary or 
your local public library. 
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BCC to Receive $100,000 to 
Launch Building Trades Training 
Program for Gateway Mall 
Bronx Community College (BCC) 
will receive S 100,000 from The Bronx 
Overall Economic Development Cor-
poration (BOEDC) to train Bronx resi-
dents - men and women - in the build-
ing trades. A symbolic check will be 
presented at the Davidson Community 
Center (718.731.6360), 2038 David-
son Avenue, at the comer of Burnside 
Avenue, a walk-in office, at 10 a.m. on 
Thursday (1/19/2007). Presenting the 
check will be Borough President Adolfo 
Carrion, Jr. 
The 20-week training program will 
begin in February on the campus of 
Bronx Community College at Univer-
sity Avenue and West 181" Street. It will 
be managed by BCC's Project H .I.R.E. 
Project Director Glenda Self who has 
overseen building trades training at 
Project H.I.R.E. for 21 years. 
"It's an opportunity to restart job 
training in a very important industry at 
an opportune time with all the develop-
ment that's taking place in the Bronx. 
Jobs will prepare people for the con-
struction and building trades," stated 
Ms. Self. 
"Salaries will depend on organizations 
where people go to work. Some will be 
hired by trade unions and building ser-
vices companies. The most important 
issue is that this represents workforce 
development, giving folks in this com-
munity an opportunity to develop job 
skills," added Ms. Self. 
Money for the training is an outgrowth 
of the efforts of the city and develop-
ers to build a million-square-foot mall, 
called Gateway Center. It is expected to 
lead to an economic renaissance in the 
South Bronx. The $500-million project, 
which is slated to open in 2009, will rise 
on the site of the 70-year-old Bronx Ter-
minal Market at 149"' Street. It is touted 
as the largest private investment ever in 
the Bronx. 
NEW YORK HISTORICAL 
SOCIETY PRESENTS 
.. 
New York Divided: 
Slavery and the C.ivil. W~r 
November 17, 2006 to September 3, 2007 
Carry Me Home: 
Dispatches From the Civil War 
. . 
January 26, 2007 to May 20, 2007 
For more information: 
N-YHS Plans for the Future and 
http:/ /www.nyhistory.org 
Photo credi t : Civil War Soldier. J . Oldershaw, photograPher, 1864. 
Photograph print on carte-de-visite. Beinecke Library. Yale University 
STAY ALERT! 
To the College Community: 
Please be advised that, during the past several weeks, 
there have been two incidents of Robbery (the forcible 
taking of property) and one Attempted Robbery on the 
streets bordering the Bronx Community College campus. 
Fortunately, no injuries were reported in these three 
incidents, and due to the combined efforts of Public 
Safety personnel, NYC police officers and a member of 
the community, perpetrators were apprehended in all 
three cases: 
1. On Monday, December 11, 2006, at 9:20am, in the 
vicinity of the University Avenue entrance, a female BCC 
student was approached by four female juveniles who 
struck her with their fists and took her wallet. A BCC 
<;>fficer on duty at the location observed the crime and, 
with the assistance of other BCC officers, apprehended 
and arrested the perpetrators. The perpetrators, who were 
not known to the victims, were charged with Robbery. 
2. On Monday, December 18, 2006, at 1:41pm, in the 
public park across from the University Avenue entrance, 
a male student from University Heights High School was 
approached by a 15-year-old male who, threatening to 
shoot the student, demanded $20. The complainant 
refused, ran onto the campus and notified a Public Safety 
Officer. With the assistance of the NYPD's 46th Precinct, 
BCC officers apprehended and arrested the perpetrator 
and charged him with Attempted Robbery. 
3. On Wednesday, January 17, 2007, at 9:00am, a BCC 
female student, 21-years-old, was accosted by a male 
who grabbed her from behind, placed a knife on her 
throat and took her pocketbook. With the assistance of a 
passerby, police officers from the 46th Precinct and BCC 
Public Safety Officers, the perpetrator was apprehended 
and arrested. He now faces multiple charges, including 
Robbery. 
The BCC Department of Public Safety will continue to 
patrol and pay close attention to areas around the campus 
where these incidents occurred. The 46th Precinct has 
also ·agreed to provide officers who will give special 
attention to these areas. 
The College Community is reminded to: 
• Stay alert and be aware of suspicious 
conditions or persons who appear to be 
loitering. 
• Unless absolutely necessary, refrain from 
displaying or ,using cell _phones, MP3 players, 
iPods, etc. 
• Try to avqid walking alone, particularly at 
night or in desolate areas. 
• Contact Public Safety at 718-289-5390 for an 
escort to your parked vehicle. 
• Trust your instincts and, if you see suspicious 
persons or. conditions, call the. emergency 
number at 718-289-5911. 
• Program the emergency number into your 
cell phone. 
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Money MaHers 
What TAP Does for Us 
By Adam Torres 
The financial aid provided by the 
Tuition Assistance Program (TAP) has 
helped students pay for tuition costs 
since 1974. Students eligible for the fi-
nancial aid can receive anywhere from a 
minimum of $500 to $5,000, enough to 
cover an entire years worth of full-time 
enrollment in a community or senior 
CUNY school. 
This grant helps approximately 60'Yo 
of full-time college students enrolled in 
CUNY and SUNY schools. To be eli-
gible, one must m eet a certain income 
level. Once verified as eligible (which 
is something that can only be updated 
once a year w / TAP) you receive a fixed 
amount of financial support, all of which 
goes directly toward your tuition. This 
grant cannot be applied to room, books 
or other college fees. 
Over the past 30 years, more than 
$9,000,000,000 has been allocated to 
assisting university attendees with their 
college tuition. It's an awesome program 
which even I have taken advantage of! I'm 
meeting the required "C" (minimum) 
grade average, am enrolled full-time, and 
am not repaying any other state loans .. 
yet. I have, however, found a problem 
with the system designed to help students 
with tl1e expenses of getting a decent ed-
ucation in New York City. 
During fall of 2005, my father retired 
from his 20+ year run with the city's 
Department of Sanitation. Rather than 
receiving a full pension once he retired, 
he was only receiving a portion of the 
AFRiCAN STUDENTSASSOCIAHON 
ANIME CLUB 
ALPHA B~-l A ?~r>.~MA 
BRONCOS CHEERL£AOING SQUAD 
BUS ~NESS C LUB 
CARISE:AN CLUB 
CHRISTIAN CLUB 
money. This relates to TAP in that whe n 
it came time to enroll for the follow-
ing semester, the W-2 forms needed to 
submit to FAFSA had indicated he was 
making a lot more money than he actu-
ally was. That incorrect, outdated infor-
mation prohibited me from receiving any 
grants I was eligible for that semester. If 
it wasn't for Direct Loans, I wouldn't 
have been able to enroll in school. 
I believe records should be re-evalu-
ated mid-year. Because of otherwise 
uncontrollable circumstances (deaths in 
the family, unexpected unemployment, 
etc.) people who at one point were eli-
gible for TAP, and could afford books 
and other fees out of pocket, may no\v 
have issues paying their rent and similar 
bills unrelated to school. The inability 
to update your financial status with TAP 
creates a significant pool of college stu-
dents who are forced to skip semesters 
at a time because of such instances. It's 
outdated, and the fact that TAP only up-
dates records once a year is a hindrance 
to the ever growing student body in the 
state of New York. 
At a federal level, Pell Grants are giv-
en and adjusted throughout the year. In 
2004, over 8,000 New York college stu-
dents applied for a readjustment in their 
Pell award status. TAP, a state program, 
doesn't offer such mid-year changes. 
It's up to us to not only work with the 
students, educators, faculty, and staff of 
city and state universities, but also with 
legislators and those that govern in or-
der to make TAP more effective for all 
students. 
THE: COMMUNfCA TOR 
{Coi~};Je~~~~!L , 
COPE CLUB 
CALLJ'W; ALL STU>E'<TS TO 
PARTICIPATE 1:\ .\CLUJ 
BEC\{ SE IT ENHANCES nn: 
,·\CAI)E\11C E:XPERIE:\CE 
\\Tnl: 
ITALIAN CltJB 
LITERARY ARTS CLUB 
~~D_IA J_Ef~~ou;u;JY CL~~-~ ~~­
MUSUM STUDENT ASSOCIATION 
NURSJNG CLUB 
~---~-~~~-~~~~~~1~.!~--- ~--1 
'"""'1 
PO~;r~Z!Z;;~:z;~Lue~---~~ -) 
~--~~ PSYCHOlOG..'!._~.Y-~~-----­~~IQ-I.,..Q~X .. ~.9-~.f.~-~-~-~~- -;··-~-~Y.~ ... ~- ~ 
-----~~~-~~~!'!!?H CLU,_,B'-.... ___ _ 
S~ECH, DRAMA, & OE6A TE Tf:.I%M j 
·-···-···----.?.!.Y.Q.~Nl WORLD ASSEMBlY -~ 
--~-=- -=~i~-~;~~~~~~A~;~Q~=-=~-=~-~-~j 
../ OPPORTUNITY TO EXPLORE 
MANY ACADEMIC 
PROGRAMS & MAJORS 
../ PROFESSIONAL & SOCiAL 
NETWORKING 
../ NUMEROUS LEADERSHIP 
OPPORTUNITIES 
../ SCHOOL SPIRIT 
../COMMUNITY SERVICE 
../ TRANSFERABLE SKILLS 
../ CROSS-CULTURAL 
APPRECIATION 
../ OPPORTUNITIES TO HELP 
OTHERS 
../ DOCUMENTED EXPERIENCE 
../ MEMORIES & FRIENDSHIP 
../ AND MUCH MORE! ro;_;:;~~~-:_:~ua J 
L_ __________________________ ~ 
For more information about joining or starting a dub, contact 
the Inter-Organizational Council office: 
Roscoe Brown Student Center, room :309 
(7!8) 289-5201/5962 
Bronx Community College 
Climate Change Committee (BCS) 
The Bronx Community College Climate Change Committee ("BC5") has 
been fonn(.~d to bring lo the BCC cunpus greater awareness of clirnatc 
change, its consequences, and ho·w to engage the BCC con11nunity in 
shaping a rational and achievable response. 
BC5 started late last year and is made up of a group of concerned faculty, 
staff and students who are organizing a public dialogue that will include 
a series of cantpus-\vide n1eetings, sen1inars, presentations, and related 
activities. An1ong our plans are: 
Film s.criL'S screening of "An lnconvcnicnt Truth:' tht.• film on climate change 
featuring former Vice-President AI Gore, and '"\Vho Killed the Electric C ar" 
Individual copies of "'An lnconvcnknt T rut-h' ' available for fa(:ulty ,Jassroom u se 
Distribution of climak challenge workbooks and othe r educatioJ~al materials 
Introduction to the campus of the "Changi:' A Light. Changt' 1he \Vorld'' projc(~t 
Spring fair and teach -in on dimak~ change and oil depletion 
BCC CAREER FAIR PREPARATION 
WORKSHOP SCHEDULE 
CAREER DEVELOPMENT OFFICE 
All Career Fair Preparation workshops are 
held at 12:00PM - 1:30PM! 
The annual Bronx Community College Career Fair will be held 
on March 29th, 2007, 1:00PM-5:00PM! The Big Apple CUNY 
Job Fair will be held on April 27th, 2007! 
Students and recent alumni interested in attending e ither fair must 
attend one "Job Search and Interviewing Preparation" workshop in 
addition to other requirements. Students and recent alumni must 
sign-up in advance to attend any of the workshops listed below. 
Please come to the Career Development Office, in Loew Hall room 
319/328 to sign-up and for more information 
The annual Bronx Community College Career Fair is open to all 
BCC matriculated students and recent alumni only. 
All students must log on to www.cuny.edu for more information on 
The Big Apple CUNY Job Fair! 
"Job Search and Interviewing Preparation" workshop 
• Tuesday, February 13th • Thursday, February 15th 
• Tuesday, February 20th • Thursday, February 22nd 
• Tuesday, February 27th 
"Job Search and Interviewing Preparation" workshop 
• Thursday, March 1st • Tuesday, March 6th 
• Thursday, March 8th • Tuesday, March 13th 
• Thursday, March 15th • Tuesday, March 20th 
• Thursday, March 22nd 
Please come to the office for a schedule of the dates and times for 
the following workshops also being offered in the spring 2007! 
"Writing an Effective Resume and Cover Letter" 
"Completing Properly an Employment Application" 
"Job Search Skills and Using Technology in the Job Search" 
"Effective Interviewing Skills and Dressing for Career Success" 
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The Abuse of Po'\Ver: A Disgrace 
By Arlete O 'Neill 
W here are all the leaders in our society? Are we liv-ing in the era of a "me" society where people are 
indifferent about events and behaviors 
that do not affect them directly? Have 
we lost all sense of personal dignity? 
All of the aforementioned questions are 
among some tough issues facing not only 
the American public today, but which 
have world-wide consequences as well . 
Issues posed by these questions, at 
least for the last decade, are seemingly 
getting more serious by the day. It ap-
pears that a great number of people 
have become somewhat desensitized to 
o thers' needs. Real accountability is a 
value that seems to be a thing of the past. 
Money has become the god of the uni-
verse, and human beings have come to 
have little worth in the eyes of too many 
political office holders. For example, 
when the governor of New Jersey James 
McGreevey appointed an inexperienced 
Golan Cipel to the state anti-terrorism 
office, according to McGreevey's own 
admission, he and Mr. Cipel had been 
having an intimate relationship and that, 
above all else, is what was important to 
him, rather than Mr. Cipel's fitness for 
the job. His actions told the good citi-
zens of New Jersey that he did not care 
what happens to them nor did he care for 
the safety of our country. McGreevey's 
only concern was his personal agenda. 
Self-serving agendas can be found 
at every level of government. Michael 
Brown, the former director of the Fed-
era! Emergency Management Agency, 
appointed by President Bush, allegedly 
falsified portions of his resume so that 
he could get his job. What that indicates · 
to the public is that Brown or Bush cared 
little about those people who might lose 
their lives to a subsequent natural disas-
ter or terrorism such as Katrina and the 
World Trade Center. In recent months 
many other government related scandals 
have come to light. According to CNN. 
com Mr. Lewis Libby, Vice President 
Dick Cheney's top aide, was indicted 
on five charges: Two counts of perjury, 
two counts of making false statements, 
and one count of obstruction of justice. 
Other politicians and public figures that 
have associated themselves with de-
ceit, disdain for democratic institutions, 
and /or corruption are Bob Ney, Jack 
A. Abrarnoff and Mark Foley (Osborn 
2006, "Whatever Happened to Empathy?"). 
"Suddenly, at the beginning of the twen-
ty-first century, which should have been 
a time of hope, we suddenly reverted to 
the days of the robber barons. Greed 
and expediency outweighed every other 
value. Laws and treaties which had given 
hope to the world were unilaterally dis-
carded. The wealthy were given breaks 
beyond their wildest dreams." 
I think that it is time that the Amer-
ican public become proactive and boot 
the incompetent, self-centered blow-
hards out of office, replacing them with 
people having high moral and civic val-
ues, as well as passion and integrity. 
Americans have barely begun to recov-
er from the fallout and painful humiliation 
of Hurricane Katrina, a cataStrophe that 
Wl':!,ng Beglnnln~ 
m; ear(IJ CrH'I.' tmd edua;t ion ,·or;i;t:on 
ADVOCACY DAY 2007 
Assembly Member Wi!li~~sembly Mem·~~~~~ld~~ 
Assembly Member Catherin~ Nolan(_ . · 
Assembly Member Susan John 
Hear from Early Care and Education Leaders 
Budgot and Pol!cy Bf'io!ing 
For mDIW k*lrmlllion OOf'ltKl Oorv'lli Hem.lin: 
'NwrWig Begin'lng K'f, do NYSCCCC 1230 ~ A>4. E.xt I AJbilr'ly NY 12203 
5la..e9G-4217 1 Fu:~18-89(1..2887J~a:kii••OoiJKlCCC.OfVJ - -wimingt)egionioony.org 
shocked the nation. As horrific as Katrina's 
devastation was, according to WIKIPEDIA 
Free Eru:yclbpedia, as of May 19, 2006, the 
confirmed death toll (total of direct and in-
direct deaths) stood at 1 ,836, mainly from 
Louisiana (1,577) and Mississippi (238). 
However, 705 people remain categorized as 
missing in Louisiana, so this number is not 
final even a year after the storm. Many of the 
deaths are indirect, but it is almost impos-
sible to determine the exact cause of some 
of the fatalities.) Its effects would have been 
minimized if the people in charge had the 
qualifications needed to handle such a situa-
tion. Michael Brown, however, had had no 
emergency management experience prior 
to joining FEMA's central operations. Nev-
ertheless, President Bush appointed him 
in 2003 to be the head of that important 
agency. What was ·the president thinking 
of when he hired Mr. Brown? How could 
the president have placed an inexperienced 
person like Mr. Brown in charge of so many 
lives? What was Mr. Bush saying to the citi-
zens of the United States? My own estima-
tion is that President Bush was, and still is, 
leading the nation with an ego the size of 
Texas, instead of with a clear mission. Thus, 
the mishandling of the Katrina disaster was, 
unfortunately, true to form rather than an 
exception. 
Further governmental disregard for 
our society, can be seen when (Weis-
man and Charles Babington October 
1st, 2006) "The House Speaker]. Den-
nis Hastert (R-11.) was notified early 
this year of inappropriate e-mails from 
former Representative Mark Foley (R-
Fla.) to a 16-year- old" The Post also 
reported that among those who knew 
of at least five e-mails by Mr. Foley were 
National Republican Congressional 
Committee Chairman Tom M . Reynolds 
(N.Y.); Majority Leader John A. Boeh-
ner (Ohio) and Representatives Rodney 
Alexander Tim Kennedy, Mike Stokke, 
and Ted Van Der Meid. Why did Tom 
Reynolds cover up Mark F oley's inap-
propriate sexual overtures?" At least 
one member of the House Republican 
leadership knew about Foley's behavior 
_ for months and did nothing about it. 
Ironically, Mark Foley had been one 
of the foremost opponents of child por-
nography. He had served as Chairman 
of the House caucus on missing and ex-
ploited children. He even introduced a 
bill in 2002 to outlaw websites featuring 
sexually suggestive images of preteen 
children, saying that, "these websites are 
nothing more than a fix for pedophiles." 
In June 2003 Mr. Foley wrote a letter 
to the governor and attorney general o f 
Florida, asking them to review the legal-
ity of a program for teenagers at a resort 
in Land O'Lakes. Foley also succeeded 
in getting a law passed that allows volun-
teer youth-serving organizations like the 
Boy Scouts of America and Girls Clubs 
to have access to FBI fingerprint back-
ground checks in order to protect chil-
dren from convicted sex offenders. 
Sadly, Mr. Foley's legislation to 
change federal sex offender laws was 
supported by the National Center for 
Missing and Exploited Children, Amer-
ican's Most Wanted host John Walsh, 
and a number of victims' rights groups. 
How clever of Mr. Foley to use these in-
stitution not only to support him in his 
THE TRANSFER CENTER 
Presents 
SCHOLARSHIP BOOT 
CAMP 
The Transfer Center Scholarship Boot Camp is for students 
who feel they may not have the time to explore scholarship 
essay contests or the skills to compose a winning essay_ 
The workshops help students cultivate ideas and explore 
practical tips and steps that can be easily employed. 
The following topics are covered: 
• Identifying Scholarships 
• The Scholarship Essay 
• Is this Scholarship Practical? 
• The Successful Scholarship Package 
• Resume Writing for Scholarships 
The workshop meets for three sessions on the 
following days: 
• February 23, 12-2pm. • March 2 & 9, 12-2pm, 
Students who participate will be required to attend all ses$ions. 
Space is available for 20 students on a first-come basis. 
Students may sign up in the Transfer Center, RBSC 302. 
TI-lE TRANSFER CENTER I ROSCOE BROWN STIJDENf CENTER 
ROOM 302 I 718-289-5933 I http://www.bcc.cuny.edu/ 
TranslerCounseling/ 
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to a Nation 
sche me, but also to cover up his O\..vn 
filthy tra cks o These are only a few of 
many cases where some individual has 
disgracefully used and abused the power 
that was entrusted in them. Accord-
ing to lr/ ikipcdia, at the same time that 
1\1r. Foley \vas working on passing the 
sex o!Tender law, he allegedly visited the 
dormitory \vhe r c pages live: once in the 
summe r o f 2000 and once in 2002 or 
2003. Yet, when it carne to his O\Vn ac-
tions, Mark Foley thought himself above 
the very laws and regulations that he had 
worke d so hard to enact. 
As we are look ahead, we must vigi-
lantly choose the representatives who will 
work for the p eople. Yet with all the cam-
paign commercials the American public 
views on television, none really address 
cogent issues. Instead, most commercials 
seen on TV are fraught with derogatory 
snipes at opponents running for office. 
No real issues are presented to the public 
causing some skeptic voters to say, ''Who 
cares." To those who turn their backs and 
fail to exercise a vote, this is counterpro-
ductive . Somehow, some \vay, Arnericans 
must raise their collective voices and force 
the candidates to focus on the issues and 
not on the what they consider to be defi-
ciencies of their opponents private life. 
Is sues, such as education, should be 
on top of any politics agenda because, 
as much as we like to think that our 
education is the best, in proportion to 
'wealth' w e have a lot to catch up to oth'..:. 
er countries, since education is the key to 
understanding, perhaps, we would learn 
to be less greedy and more tolerant. 
Therefore, the government should invest 
less on the war and more on education. 
There is also talk of privatization of 
social security in which the public will be 
more responsible to save for their old age. 
President George W. Bush has called for 
a transition to a combination of a gov-
ernment funded program and personal 
accounts ("individual accounts" or "pri-
vate accounts") through partial privatiza-
tion of the system. This is very disturbing 
because there are tvvo socio-economic 
classes that makeup 50% of the U.S. pop-
ulation, the working class and the lower 
class that are barely making ends meet. 
We must protect Social Security ben-
efits, otherwise, without it a person who 
worked an average of 44 years of his or 
her life must be 64 years old before he or 
she can qualify to receive Social Security. 
Most people started working right out of 
high school because they could not af-
ford to attend college. Many worked for 
low wages and in most cases barely made 
enough money to meet their basic needs. 
These people can not save for old age. 
They work and pay taxes and hope to live 
to the day that they can collect what they 
have being saving for 44 years, the Social 
Security. 
We must pay, special, attention to 
war veterans \Vho, in many cases after 
return horne from war, are emotionally 
disturbed and unable to return to their 
normal life. Subsequently, quite often 
these people become just a shadow in 
society. I can only imagine how these 
veterans must feel. Afte r all , these brave 
souls have paid their duty to the coun-
try and to the socie ty in more than one 
\vay. 
The problem is that thes e politicians 
spend most of their campaigns accus-
ing each other of wrong doing instead 
of have a clear agenda. We as society, on 
the other hand, are partial responsible 
for these kind of things to happen, be-
cause we do not hold them accountable, 
we fail to look for the quality of a true 
leader. Steve Osborn wrote it best when 
he wrote, usornehow, we must take hold 
of our destiny and our lives and r e turn to 
a path of peace and construction. War, 
greed and destruction is not working." 
Bill George wrote Truly Authentic 
Leadership" in U.S. News & lV<Jrld Re-
port in which he lists the qualities to look 
for in great leaders, "Authentic leaders 
know the "true north" of their moral 
compass and are prepared to stay the 
course despite challenges and disap-
pointments. They are more concerned 
about serving others than they are about 
their own success or recognition ... 
Ho\v do we recognize authentic lead-
ers? Usually they demonstrate these five 
traits: 
I) Pursuing their purpose with passion 
2) Practicing solid values 
3) Leading with their hearts as well as 
their heads 
4) Establishing connected relation-
ships 
5) Demonstrating self-discipline 
To be effective leaders of people, au-
thentic leaders must first discover the 
purpose of their leadership. If they do 
not they are at the mercy of their _egos 
and narcissistic impulses ." 
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Sign Up Now 
For Winter Arts 
Workshops at BCC 
Interested in fiber arts? Hand-crafted textiles are lovely 
to look at, delightful to touch and fun to do. The Arts & 
Culture Program at Bronx Community College's Continuing 
& Professional Studies Winter Arts 2007 Program will 
concentrate on creating with fiber in a series of workshops 
during February and March. 
The acclaimed drop spindle class taught by Angela Ferber 
returns. Ms. Ferber will also teach a class in weaving and 
students will have the opportunity to try a variety of looms 
including the 4-harness and inkle. There's also a class 
in kool-aid fiber dyeing, a class designed for crocheters, 
knitters, spinners, weavers and those interested in dyeing 
as a tool for surface design. 
Nicole Loquisto will teach classes in beginning and 
'beyond' beginning crochet. Ms. Loquisto is an 
accomplished fiber enthusiast who says you'll leave her 
classes able to complete a crochet project. The 'beyond' 
class will introduce participants to Tunisian crochet. All 
this and Nicole will supply all materials for a small fee. 
This year the program will launch its KNITTING AS A 
SECOND LANGUAGE series. The first two courses 
scheduled this winter are taught by well known knitting 
instructor, Joan Garrison. "We're delighted Joan could 
find time in her busy schedule to jump start this valuable 
addition to the program," says Dean Elizabeth Oliver, 
leader of the Continuing & Professional studies program. 
"Joan has a large student following anxious to learn her 
techniques for advancing from the basics to complex 
knitting stitches, pattern reading and construction and we 
want to let them know Joan will be teaching here at Bronx 
Community College for Winter Arts 2007." 
Bring the children to some courses. For information/ 
registration, please call (718) 289-5170. Give a 
Gift Certificate to someone special to take a class, 
call for more information.) Visit our website for 
course descriptions and pictures: http://www.bcc. 
cuny. ed u/Co nti n u in g Professional Stud i es/i nd ex_ 
arts&culturebanner2. html 
Courses offered: 
Beginning Weaving • Instructor: Angela L. Ferber 
Section 2: March 10, 11 • Times: 9:00 am- 1 :00 pm, 
Tuition: $100 + $20 supply fee for each section 
Adults & Children 8+ 
If you sign up for both sections you get a 1 0% discount 
and 
16-hour weaving experience! 
Drop Spindle Spinning for Beginners • Instructor: Angela 
L. Ferber 
Section 1 : Feb. 17 9:00 am - 3:00 pm 
Section 2: March 3, 9:00 am - 3:00 pm 
Section 3: March 24, 9 :00 am- 3:00 pm 
Tuition $55/Spindles and fiber available for purchase first day 
of class. 
Adults & Children 8+ 
Spin your own yarn from prepared wool fleece. 
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